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1. INTRODUCTION 
The results we present here are motivated by Hilbert’s fourteenth 
problem for certain unipotent groups. Let G be a complex semisimple 
algebraic group, T a maximal torus in G, R the root system, and D a basis 
of R. Let S be a closed subset of the set R+ of positive roots, and H = Us 
the corresponding standard unipotent subgroup of G. That is? 
H = nXEs U,, where the roots are taken in any fixed order, and the U, are 
the root groups. Denote by UZ[G] the algebra of polynomial functions on 
G. Popov and Pommerening have independently conjectured that the 
algebra of invariants a3 [G]” = (f~ C[G] / f(x/z) =.f(.u) for all x E G, 
h E H) is finitely generated [ 51. 
In this paper we USC the Bruhat decomposition of G to study the strut- 
ture of the algebra CCC]“. In particular, we prove the equivalence of the 
following two conditions (Corollary 8): 
(i) dim VF Q 1 for all finite dimensional rational irreducible 
G-modules Y and for all characters x of T, where 
VF= (u E VI ku = v for all h E H, tv = X(t)v for all t E T); 
(ii) the set R+l, S is linearly independent over Q. 
The implication (ii) + (i) had been shown previously by Grosshans [ l], 
by different methods. The significance of condition (i) is that it implies 
finite generation of Cc [GIH as was also shown by Grosshans. For a proof 
using the methods of this paper, see [3]. While usually it is difficult to 
determine whether condition (i) holds, condition (ii) is easily testable. Of 
course c[G] H can be finitely generated without these conditions, as the 
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example of unipotent radicals of parabolic subgroups shows (Hochschild 
and Mostow [2]). 
2. A NEW PROOF OF GROSSHANS' THEOREM 
Let {LX,, . . . . a,} be an arbitrary set of positive roots, and A = U,, ... Uzr 
the corresponding variety. We have an isomorphism of varieties C’+ A 
given by (cl, . . . . c,)I+ JJ;=, x,!(c;), where x,: (C, +) + U, is the exponen- 
tial map, so C[A] is isomorphic as an algebra, to the polynomial algebra 
@[Xl 9 ..*, X,.]. Let T operate on A by conjugation: t -x = tx-’ for t E T 
and x E A. We have the corresponding regular representation of T in @[A] 
(given by (t .f)(x) =f(t-‘x-t)), w IC we can consider as a representation h’ h 
of T in C [X, , . . . . X,]. The following simple property of this representation 
is crucial for this paper. 
LEMMA 1. Any monomial Xi;l’--.Xy, miEN, in G[X,, . . ..X.] is a 
T-weight vector, of weight -CT= L mixi. 
ProoJ: Let t E T, f= X;l’ . . . X7 E @[XI , . . . . X,] 2 @[A]. Then for any 
(C 1) . ..) c,) E cc’: 
lt mf)(cl 2 ...Y cr) = tt ‘j-1 ( fi xq(ci)) 
i= 1 
=f ( t-1 ( fil xq(ci)) t, =f (fi, t-‘xnz(ci) I) 
=f( I!j x~,(~i(f’)ci)) 
i= I 
Hence t .f = (-C;= 1 miai)(t)f for all t E T, as required. 
Now let R+ \S= {a,, . . . . cz,}. We denote the maximal unipotent sub- 
group UR+ by U, and its “opposite” by Up, Let Sz = WTU= U-TAH be 
the big cell of the Bruhat decomposition of G. The group G x G operates 
on the variety G by (a, b)x = axb-I, giving rise to the G x G-module struc- 
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ture of C[G]: ((a,b)f)(s)=f(a~‘~b) for a, 6, XEG, feC[G]. It follows 
from Kostant [4] that @[G] U- x H is isomorphic as a vector space, to the 
direct sum of the spaces VH= {U E VI hv = v for all h E H) as V runs 
through all finite dimensional rational irreducible G-modules. Moreover, if 
V has highest weight 1, and x is a character of T, then VF can be identified 
with the subspace of C [G] “- x H consisting of those functions f which have 
left T-weight --A, and right T-weight x (that is, (t, l)f= (l/A(t))f and 
(1, t),f= x(t) f for all t E T). The details are given in [3]. 
LEMMA 2. Let f E I/‘:, and let 
be the restriction off to A. Then for all (n) E N’ suciz that a(,) # 0 H’e have 
ProoJ Let t E T. By Lemma 1 we have 
On the other hand, for all x E A, 
hence 
r.f4=(x-l)(t)f,=(pL)(t) c a r’...x; (n) 1 
02) E N’ 
= (.& a& - A)(t)X;l . . .A-;. 
r 
Therefore, for (n)~ N’ such that a,,, #O, we have (--C;= 1 n,a,j(t)= 
(x - A)(t) for all t E T, that is, x:= 1 nisi = A - x. 
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THEOREM 3. 
dim V;(” d P( A- x), 
bvhere p gives the number of ways a weight can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the roots in R + \ S = (c(~, . . . . a, > Mdth non-negative integer 
coefficients. 
Remark. H differs from Kostant’s partition function P in that p uses 
only the set Rf \S rather than all of R+. 
ProoJ: Denote dim I’:= d, and let f,, . . . . fd be a basis of VF. Then for 
all j = 1, ..,, d, 
with ,YS;= 1 nicli = A-x for all (n) E N’ such that a$‘, # 0, by Lemma 2. 
Consider the set of monomials 
M= (X~l..-X~Ia~f\#O for somej}, 
that is, the set of monomials which appear in any of the polynomials 
(fi )A7 ...5 (fd)A. Since each Xy’ . . . A’: E A4 satisfies CT= 1 nicli = 1- x, it is 
clear that (MI < H()L - x). 
Let W be the subspace of @[A] spanned by M. Then (fi)A, . . . . (fd)A are 
linearly independent elements of W. For suppose xi*= 1 cj(J;), = 0, cj E C. 
Then for UE UP, tE T, XEA, ~EH we get 
(utxh)= i c,fi(utxh) 
j=l 
j=l 
so that XT=, cjfjl, = 0. But then x‘j= 1 cjfj= 0 since Q is dense in G, hence 
cj = 0 for allj. 
Therefore, 
dim V,H=dddim W= (M( <P(2-x). 
COROLLARY 4 (Grosshans). If the set R+ \S is linearly independent over 
Q then dim VP d 1 for all finite dimensional rational irreducible G-modules 
V and all characters 1 of T. 
Prooj dim P’f < P(A - x) d 1 by the linear independence of R + \ S. 
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3. THE CONVERSE THEOREM 
LEMMA 5. Let {CI~, . . . . IX,} c R’, and A = U,, . . . U,; the T-variety as 
defined in Section 2, Let d be an arbitrary positive integer. if the set 
{a,, ..., M,.] is linearly dependent then there exist d+ 1 distinct monomial3 
fo, . . . . fdE CIX1, . . . . X,] z @[A] of the same T-weight. 
ProofI Since mi, . . . . CX, are linearly dependent over Q, there exist integers 
m I, ~..> m,“, not all 0, such that xi= I m,ai = 0. 
Let IZ be a positive integer such that n +jm, > 0 for all j= 1, . . . . d, and 
i = 1, . . . . r. 
For j= 0, 1, . ..? dy let 
.r, = x; fm . . . x;+j’7wz[A]. 
These monomials fO, fi, . . . . fd are distinct because not all 172; are 0. By 
Lemma 1, f; has T-weight 
- i (n+jmj)ai= - r 
i= 1 
FInct,- i jmiai= --n i Ni. 
i-1 i=l 
Wence, ,fO, .f,, . . . . . fd have the same T-weight. 
LEMMA 6. Let R+‘\S= {~,,...,a~), and Q= UpTU. Let d be an 
arbitrary positive integer. If the set (a,, . . . . a,} is linearly dependent, then 
there exist d + 1 linearly independent polynomial functions F,, F,, . . . . Fd~ 
@[Q] and a character p of T such that jbr j = 0, 1, . . . . d it:e have: 
(i) ~(r~~‘.u)= F,(x) for all UE U-, XEQ, 
(ii) F,(t-‘.u)=c,(x) for all TV T, .YEQ, 
(iii) F,(sh) = F’(x) for all ~EQ, hi H, 
(iv) F,(xt)=p(t)F,(s) for all ~EQ, TV T. 
ProoJ By Lemma 5 there exist distinct monomials fO, f,, . . . . fdE C[A] 
of the same T-weight p. 
For j= 0, 1, . ..) d, we extend f. to Q = Up TU = U-- TAH by defining 
Fj:Q-+@ by Fj(utah)=fj(a) for UEU~, tET, aEA, ~EH. 
It is clear that Fi is a polynomial function on Q, and satisfies (i), (ii), 
(iii). Moreover, F,, F,, . . . . Fd~ @[Q] are linearly independent, since their 
restrictions to A, f,,,fi, . . . . fd are linearly independent, being distinct 
monomials. It remains to verify (iv). 
LetxEQ, tET.Thenx=ut,ahforsomeuEU-, t,ET,aEA,hEH,and 
we have F,(xt) = Fj(ut,aht) = Fi(ut,ath,) for some h, EN since Tc= N(H), 
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Fj(ut,ath,) = FJut, t(t-‘at)h,) =fi(t-‘at) by the definition of Fj, and 
hfi(l-W = 0 $)(4 = dt)fi(4 since fig C[A] has T-weight p. Hence, 
F,(xtj = p(t)fi(a) = p(t)Fj(ut,ah) = ~(t)c(x), as required. 
THEOREM 7. If the set R + \ S is linearly dependent over Q then for any 
given positive integer d there exists a finite dimensional rational irreducible 
G-module V and a character x of T such that dim Vf > d. 
Proof: By Lemma 6 there exist linearly independent polynomial func- 
tions F,, F,, . . . . Fdg C[Q] and a character p of T which satisfy (i)-(iv). 
Since Q is a (principal) open subset of G, the Fj are rational functions 
on G. 
The connected, solvable subgroup UP TX TH= (TX T)( U- x H) of 
G Y G is represented in C[G], hence in its field of fractions C(G). For 
14 E U-, 12 E H, x E 9, ((u, h)F,)(x) = I’ju- ‘xh) = F,(x) since 4 satisfies (i) 
and (iii) of Lemma6. Hence (U-xH)F,=F,. For tl, t,ET, ~~52, 
((t,, t,)Fjj(x)=F,(t~‘xt,)=Fj(xt2)=p(t,)Fj(x) since Fj satisfies (ii) and 
(iv) of Lemma 6. Hence (TX T)F,c CF,. 
Therefore, by Rosenlicht [6] there exist polynomial functions 
pi, qjE C[G], qj # 0, such that 
and 
F.,& 
’ 4j' 
j= 0, 1 7 a.., d. 
Let pi be the left T-weight and vi the right T-weight of qj. Since qi is a 
lowest weight vector in a finite dimensional submodule of the left regular 
representation of G in C[G], -pj is dominant. Since pj = Fjqj on Q, pi has 
left T-weight pj and right T-weight p + vj. 
Now consider the set of d + 1 polynomial functions 
pj fl qiIj=O, 1, ..-y d . i#i 
Clearly, each pj nizj qi is fixed by U- x H, has left T-weight xf=‘=, ,ui, and 
right T-weight p +xfz’=, ri. Calling A= --CfEOpi and x=p +Cf=‘=, vi, let 
V be the finite dimensional rational irreducible G-module of highest weight 
A. Then pi ni+j qi E Vf for j = d, 1, . . . . d. 
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Moreover, the set is linearly independent. To see this, suppose 
f cjPj n 9izot CjE@. 
j=O i+j 
Dividing by ~~zoqi we get ~,*=,cj(pj/qj)=~:,d=,ej~=O in C(G), hence 
C4=o cjFj=O in C[Q], and therefore c,~= 0 for all j= 0, 1, ...5 d. Hence, 
dim Vz > cl. 
COROLLARY 8. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) dim V,c”< 1 for all finite dimensional rational irreducibh 
G-modules V and all characters x qf T; 
(ii) the set R+\,S is linearly independent ouer Q. 
Proqf: One direction is Corollary 4, the other is the special case d= I 
of Theorem 7. 
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